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PUZZLE TIME 

                SUMMER 2017 

Q. How does Summer 

start     

 

A. With an S  

Q. What did the pig say 

on a hot summer day   

 

 A. I'm bacon!  

BY GRACE 

Q. What is the best 

day to go to the 

beach       

A. SUNday  

Beach Sun Swimming Sand 

Mermaid Football Shades Ice cream  

Ocean Hot Holiday Parasol Stranger Danger! 
 

Following a recent event in Holbeach of a child being approached by a stranger, we asked our 

newspaper club writers to sum up what they thought stranger danger meant.  Here are their 

thoughts.  Please stay safe this summer everyone.   

 

Rosie: "Stranger Danger!" is a phrase to describe the concept of strangers, unknown people, 

who might try to harm you or kidnap you through offers or encouragement. 

 

Lily: I think that it means that someone is being followed and talked to by a random person 

who might want to kidnap you or do something horrible to you. 

 

Evie: Stranger danger is the danger shown to children and adults by strangers. The phrase 

stranger danger is intended to sum up the danger associated with adults whom adults or chil-

dren do not know. The phrase has found widespread usage and many children will hear it dur-

ing their childhood lives. 

 

Grace:  Stranger danger is when a stranger comes up to someone and asks them for personal 

information.  

 

Liam:  Strangers mean dangers never follow them they could harm you. 

 

Ethan: Stranger danger is when a child is in danger because of a bully asking for personal in-

formation. 

 

Olivia: Stranger danger is were someone comes up to you ( who you or your family doesn't 

know) and says something to you like "Come with me" or " Come inside my car". 

 

Izzie: Stranger danger is were you are aware of the people that are around you ... Here are the 

rules to follow when you are in danger  

1. Say NO!! If they ask you to do anything or go ANYWHERE  

2. RUN if you feel you won't be safe  

3. Tell a SAFE adult when you can find one. Make sure you can trust them.  

 

Szymon has prepared a "True or False" Quiz                                  

                        

1.Never  listen to Turkeys          3.go with strangers.         

 

2.Never listen to strangers.       4. Never go with strangers. 

 

 

Answers: 1 False 2 True 3 False 4 True  
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SPOTLIGHT ON... 

We are SO lucky to have fabulous dinner ladies !! Every day they 

come in at 11:30 am and stay until around 1:30 pm , they help us 

all when we need help at lunch time  !!  

By Izzie and Olivia 

New P.E teachers  

 

Miss Cox & Mrs Lunn 

The new P.E teachers are called Miss Cox and Mrs Lunn. At the moment, Yr5 and Yr6 are doing rounders, Yr3 

and Yr4 are doing tennis, Yr1 and Yr2 are doing Multi-skills and Reception are doing ball skills. Olivia has inter-

viewed Miss Cox:  

 

Do you enjoy P.E?   Yes I do enjoy P.E. 

What's your favourite sport?    Football. 

Do you like cheese?   Yes I like cheese. 

How do you plan it all out before the lesson?    I break it all down into a warmup and a skilful lesson; look what 

they did last week and follow on.  

Do you enjoy interacting with the children?    Yes I love interacting with the children! 

SUMMER READS... 

My favourite book is Lily Alone by Jacquel-

ine Willson. I like this book because it has 

lots of drama and crazy behaviour!!! My 

favourite character is Lily. Lily is an alone 

child who likes her own way and when she 

gets it she gets annoyed! 

My Favourite book is called Hetty Feather 

because it always makes me laugh and cry. 

It is always fun to read because there are 

some more books to read in the set. I have 

read all the books about 3 times already!  

 

By Olivia 

The diary of a wimpy kid  

 

I love the diary of a wimpy kid   because 

Greg (the main character) has super, fun-

ny and cool adventures. I like the cheese 

touch the most . 

This is my favourite book because the 

main character (Greg) gets taught a lesson 

about the 'good' old days. His parents want 

to encourage Greg to pull the plug and get 

outside. But are the good old days as good 

as they sound? 

Greg goes to a summer camp and learns 

about real life back then. Read this book 

and find out if the old days are better than 

today. 

Recommendations  

I recommend this book to anyone who is 8+ 

or likes secondary school children who al-

ways get into trouble.  

All about the book Holes written by Louis 

Sachar  

I would recommend the book Holes to Key 

stage 2 pupils upwards  because it's a very 

good book! It's about a boy named Stanley. 

He was in the wrong place at the wrong 

time. There were some trainers on the roof 

of the car and he was caught stealing 

them,  but actually it was a boy named Ze-

ro who put them on the roof of the car. 

When Stanley got caught he had  a choice 

of going to jail or summer camp. He 

thought that summer camp would be the 

best choice as it had a lake there so he can 

swim but no. There is only a deserted is-

land and as I said he was in the wrong 

place at the wrong time. 

Rosie's Book Review 

I recommend the Goth Girl series by Chris 

Ridell, I recommend it for 7-11 year olds. It 

tells the adventures of Ada Goth in her 

large home of Ghastly Gorm Hall. She lives 

with her father after her mother died in a 

tragic tight rope walking accident. There 

are four books:  

Goth Girl and the Ghost of a Mouse (2013) 

Goth Girl and the Fete Worse than Death 

(2014) 

Goth Girl and the Wuthering Fright (2015) 

Goth Girl and the Sinister Symphony 

(2017)  

The David Walliams set  

The books of the David Walliams set are 

really funny and they would be really good 

for children of the age of six and over be-

cause It is really good for the readers edu-

cation sometimes and for its jokes too.My 

favourite character is Raj all because of 

his really bad and funny 'deals',here are 

some of them "get nine crunchies for the 

price of eight!'and 'get fifty-nine mars bars 

and get one absolutely free!!!!!' 

By Liam 

We have interviewed the dinner ladies on the subject of their life as a    

dinner lady and  what they think of our school .   

Here is what Mrs Rous  said: 

What is your favourite food ? Roast beef  

What is your favourite T.V programme ? Broad church  

What is the trickiest part of being a dinner lady ? Making sure every-

one is fed  

Do you like cheese ? Yes  

On a scale of 1~10 how much do you like Whaplode ? 10!!!!!! 

Mrs Nester said: 

What is your favourite food ? Roast beef  

What is your favourite T.V programme ? NCIS  

What is the trickiest part of being a dinner lady ?  

Cutting up food  

Do you like cheese ?  Yes  

On a scale of 1~10 how much do you like Whaplode? 

10!!  

Mrs Connolly said: 

What is your favourite  Food ? Curry  

What is your favourite T.V programme ? Home and 

away  

What is the trickiest part of being a dinner lady ? 

When people hurt themselves  

Do you like cheese ? Yes  

On a scale of 1~10 how much do you like whaplode ? 

10!!!  

Mrs Coates said: 

What is your favourite food ? Roast dinner  

What is your favourite T.V programme ? Car share  

What is the trickiest part of being a dinner lady ? 

Keeping people safe  

Do you like cheese ? Yes I love it   

On a scale of 1~10 how much do you like Whaplode ? 

10!!!! 

Mrs Christie said: 

What is your favourite food ? Chicken   

What is your favourite T.V programme ? The Big Bang 

Theory  

What is the trickiest part of being a dinner lady ? Mov-

ing tables  

Do you like cheese ? NO!!!!!!!!!! Only melted  

On a scale of 1~10 how much do you like Whaplode ? 

10!!!!!!  

Mrs Horn said: 

What is your favourite food ? Pizza   

What is your favourite T.V programme ? Coronation 

street  

What is the trickiest part of being a dinner lady ? Noth-

ing it's all great fun and I love it !!!!!!! 

Do you like cheese ?  Yes I love it  

On a scale of 1~10 how much do you like Whaplode ? 10  

Mrs Abrams said : 

What is your favourite food? Chicken   

What is your favourite T.V programme? Yorkshire vet  

What is the trickiest part of being a dinner lady? mak-

ing sure everyone has the right meal. 

Do you like cheese ? Yes I love it !  

On a scale of 1 ~ 10 how much do you like Whaplode?  

Editors Note:  Apologies to the young 

writers whose book reviews do not appear 

here, due to issues with technology at the 

end of the term we appear to have lost 

some of the lovely book reviews you wrote 

for us.  All we can say is please pick up a 

book and read over the summer.   



Feel like some quiet time?? Come to chill out club... Recently in our 

school we have gained a new club called "chill out club" this club runs 

from 12:30 till 12:50 and is time for children to chill and have fun 

We have a few rules and these include NO iPads allowed and have 

fun!!!  

Here is a few questions we have asked children about chill out club... 

  

I have asked Aza a few questions... What is your favourite thing about 

chill out club? Drawing! 

What do you like doing at chill out club? Being with friends!! 

 

I have also asked Elise...What is your favourite thing about chill out 

club? Colouring  

What do you like doing at chill out club? Being able to chill at lunch! 

 

By Izzie 

We have some new arrivals in reception. The children (and the chicks)are 

very excited about it! The chicks should have hatched on the 21/5/17 but 

they hatched on 11/5/17! There is 9 chicks in the brooder and sometimes 

they go out of the brooder,into their playpen. Here is a picture of them in 

their playpen . The one below is Reception's board about chicks. They 

have been learning about them and looking after them a lot, while writ-

ing about them! 

By Olivia 

Hilltop 

Year 6 went to hilltop again!  

Firstly, they had to go for a ride in a bus. We saw the countryside and enjoyed the warm. We were happy there was air 

conditioning! When we arrived, we were greeted by some of the hilltop instructors. We went onto the patio and passed 

Charlie- who gave Olivia his hat because he didn't want it anymore. We were split into two groups. My group did the tree 

top trail first. Tree top trail is most people's favourite activity. It consists of a variety of bridges, walkways and obstacles, 

up to 10m high. Then we did the big zipper. We climb the wooden steps to the top platform of to the zip wire to experi-

ence an adrenaline rush as we launch ourself down the zip wire from the top of Hilltops highest hill. The zip wire is 130 

METERS LONG!!!  After all that fun, we had lunch. Yum! Then we had to leave � hilltop is the best place ever though. I 

interviewed Grace Beba.  

 

What is your favourite activity? 

Big zipper, because I liked the rush of air in your face.  

Who is your favourite instructor? 

All of them, because they were all kind in different ways. 

What was the activity you most scared of? 

Big zipper. It was fun but very high. 

Do you want to go again? 

Yes, obviously! 

 

We love you hilltop xxx P.S- Olivia still has Charlie's hat. 

Moving up classes 

 

       It is that time of the year where we leave our classes and for some, the school. Most of the school are excited for 

the change where as the oldest pupils in the school are sad. All of us (except the current year 5) will be in a new class-

room, with a new teacher and a new series of learning challenges which our teachers will help us overcome. We will 

sadly say goodbye to our current year sixes. The year will end with a church service by year 6, a year 6 assembly (a 

few days before the final day), year 6 t-shirt signing and the annual year 6 water fight. The current receptions will no 

longer be the youngest in the school and the current year 5's will be the oldest. The current year 2's will move up into 

KS2 and the year 1's we have now will be the oldest in KS1. The current year 3 will not be the youngest in KS2. And 

the year 4 will be in upper KS2. We will have a brand new reception to learn lots, make friends and have fun. Thank 

you to our teachers we are leaving behind for being patient with us and not running away screaming. They haven't 

even screamed with fear once!!! On the serious side, thank you for teaching us, guiding us, helping us and being there 

for us. We will miss you. But we have to remember that good beginnings are often disguised by sad endings.   By Evie 

SATs by Rosie 

On the week of the 8th of May Y6 

faced their greatest challenge yet... 

THE EVER TERRIBLE, SIMPLY 

EVIL SATS!! What does SATs stand 

for? It stands for Standard Attain-

ment Tests. It is HELL ON 

EARTH!! Here is a quick summary 

of the tests: 

Day 1. We suffered through the 

reading test only to be told that we 

should do GRAMMAR revision! 

Day 2. A grammar test and a 

spelling test followed by maths revi-

sion. 

Day 3. Maths X 2= PAIN AND SUF-

FERING. 

Day 4. One last harder-than-ever 

maths test followed by free roam of 

the field. 

Day 5. HOORAY!! 

Forest School by Ethan 

 

The future of the nature area 

 Forest school is where all students can do whatever you want as long as its sensible. Mrs Roberts is planning a new 

future for the nature area. She is thinking we should make a rather large den out of all the wood we can find, then 

she will fill the den with AstroTurf and put a tarpaulin around it to stop the rain getting in. 

 

Den day  

If you thought that that wasn't fun enough, Mrs Roberts is planning on having a Den Building day. It's where the 

whole school goes onto the field and builds the perfect den. There will be P R I Z E S!  

 

Reviews 

I have asked some y6's their thoughts on Forest School: Evie, Forest School is the best lesson we do. Liam: It's fun 

because it gives children the opportunity to experience nature. Rosie: IT'S AMAZING! Izzie: It's astonishing because 

you can do whatever you like. Ethan: It's the best lesson ever, so fun. 

JPCSO 

 

The JPCSO's (Junior Police Cadet School Of-

ficer) have a very special job. They have the job 

of making people happy, going out for crime pre-

vention walks and checking people's speed. 

When the JPCSO's have completed all of their 

given tasks, they claim a medal and a certifi-

cate. Sam (one of the JPCSO's) said : "Being a 

JPCSO is fun and sometimes challenging," Eve-

ry year they change who the JPCSO's are. The 

JPCSO's are year 5 and 6 children only. Maybe 

after reading this you will want to become a 

JPCSO. 

 

By Grace 

Perseverance 

 

This term our value is 

perseverance. Persever-

ance is when you never 

give up on something 

even if you keep doing it 

wrong. It is one of the 

strongest values to me.  

By Grace 

SCHOOL FUND RAISING FOR APRIL 

 

 

From March to April we helped the school by fund raising.Like 'Time for a cuppa' which 

was held on Friday 10th of March 9:00-9:30.This event was successful in helping to raise 

£46.00 for dementia UK. 

The school parliament also opted in to support Comic Relief ,though children paying a 

donation of £1 towards dressing down and wearing red items of clothing.This enabled us 

to raise £338!A big thank you to all those that helps at the Farmers market in March, 

especially year six and all of the friends and family who worked tirelessly or gave dona-

tions to make this event happen.The total amount of money that was raised was a bril-

liant £238.33!!!!!The amount of money raised from the Easter bunny hunt was well over 

£500!!!   By Liam  

About Scout the reading dog 

The first day scout visited us, 

we learnt that he is a reading 

dog and he likes people reading 

to him. Sometimes he goes to 

sleep and snores when his own-

er is reading a story to the class 

like the Famous Five which he 

did in class 5. I think he looks 

cute when he is snoring, and 

some of us don't even notice that 

he has fallen asleep in the mid-

dle of  the story because the 

owner's reading is very good to 

listen to and usually we cannot 

hear him snoring. Individual 

pupils from each year group go 

to read to him in the new li-

brary.  By Lily 

!!!!!!!!!!!!! YEAR 6 RECORD 

SPELLERS !!!!!!!!!!!!!!  

 

In year 6 we have been trying our 

hardest to beat our weekly records of 

spelling !! We used to get around 22 

out of 30 and now we are achiev-

ing  an astonishing 29 out of 30!!!!!!!!!! 

Each week we "ALL" now learn our 

spellings  and are more confident in 

getting the best results !!!!!!!!!!!  All 

the children who have achieved the 

best results get their picture taken 

( dabbing ) and put on the wall !!!!!  

 

By Izzie 

Don't park on the yellow lines by Rosie 

 

So you have all probably heard that you should NOT park on the yellow lines but there are still some of 

those people who ignore the rules because they think they are above everyone else. WRONG!! You are not 

above any parents or guests, you are one of them.  

"But I saw someone else park their car there!" Yes, but you need to do the right thing. If we all did what we 

saw others doing the we would be DOOMED!! So, please think about your actions, there are children rang-

ing from the biggest Y6 to the smallest Reception. If they got squished this school could get blamed. You 

could also get fined if you get caught too often and nobody likes getting fines. No crimes, no fines, am I 

right? Am I? Seriously this is not rhetorical!  

"Yep, you're right!" Thank you! 



Story corner 

 

  

Frankie was a normal boy, with a normal life and a normal house. He had one joy 

(it helped him get away from his sister), an Xbox One. He had all of his friends 

and many, many games. His favourite game in the entire universe was Minecraft. 

He had huge, grand worlds. One day, he was sucked in by the game.  

 

It happened when he was just finishing his grand palace, in Survival Mode. It was 

beautiful! He touched the Right Trigger to place the block when he seemed... 

smaller? He saw the palace in front of him and animals running around freely. 

They were real but... blocky? HE WAS IN THE GAME!! He placed the block and 

looked out of the screen. There was a boy... controlling him. 

 

It felt so natural and like free choice! But he realised that he was controlling the 

boy's fingers. The boy was him! This was what it like to be a... a... GameBoy? It 

was amazing! Running with blocky arms! It was like nothing else in the entire 

universe! Wait, maybe he could look inside the palace, he reached for the door and 

YES! It opened. In the big palace was his dog and his cat. They barked like real 

animals! It was brilliant! He went caving; cooked some chicken and ate some cake, 

it tasted like strawberries and cream, yum! Then the night came. 

 

"Huuuuurh!" "Ssssss!" There were monsters aplenty outside. Thinking he was 

safe, Frankie mindlessly walked outside. A zombie saw him and walked up. It 

growled and punched him. It hurt like fire! He hated it and wanted to leave Mine-

craft for good. He ran inside and tried to cry or scream. But he couldn't. He no-

ticed the netherstar in his chest. He decided to 'wish upon a star' and wished to 

get home.  

 

It didn't work until he looked up. He was staring at a screen. The avatar inside 

was in exactly the same place as it was before he went into the screen. It seemed 

as if he had just woken up and, as you might have guessed, he had.   

Game Boy by Rosie  

DINOSAURS by Szymon 

 

The Heaviest Dinosaur 

The heaviest dinosaur was Brachiosaurus at 80 tonnes. It was the equivalent to 17 African Elephants. Brachiosaurus 

was 16m tall and 26m long and is the largest dinosaur skeleton to be mounted in a museum. 

 

The Dumbest Dinosaur 

Stegosaurus had a brain the size of a walnut - only 3 centimetres long and weighing 75 grams. However, comparing 

brain size to body size sauropodomorphs, like Plateosaurus, were probably one of the dumbest dinosaurs. 

 

The Longest Dinosaur 

The longest dinosaur was Seismosaurus, which measured over 40 metres, as long as five double-decker buses. It was 

related to diplodocus, which for a long time held the honour. 

 

The Most Brainy Dinosaur 

One of the most intelligent dinosaurs was Troodon. It was a hunting dinosaur, about 2 metres long, and had a brain 

size similar to that of a mammal or bird of today, stereoscopic vision, and grasping hands. 

 

THE KING OF THE DINOSAURS  

The T-Rex  had over 60 thick, conical, bone-crunching teeth that were up to 9 inches (23 cm) 

long. Its jaws were up to 4 feet (1.2 m) long.It was the king of the dinosaurs  

                                  

I like dinosaurs because they look cool � and I would like to ride one. 

 

 

On Wednesday 14th of June, some of the 

pupils of year six went to UAH at 

7:00pm to find out our tutor forms. Most 

of the year six went and found out their 

forms. When you entered there was 

some tables with some teachers at with 

a piece of paper in front of them saying : 

D-E or A-B, they meant your first letter 

of your last name.  When you found your 

person and they gave you a little file 

with a map, some information about this 

school and then a pupil book. Mr S 

Baragwanath gave a little speech to us 

to tell us about what we need to buy and 

try on. After the little speech, Mr Sadd 

(the tutor form head ) then introduced 

himself and told us which forms need to 

go and who's form you are in. Also they 

told us to buy a tie and a stationary 

pack. We also went a tried on a blazer in 

one of the form rooms by Olivia.   

Year 5/6 play by Evie 

      

The year 5 & 6 play is highly anticipated. It is always amazing and the pupils work hard. Everyone loves working on 

it and watching it. There are some amazing actors and actresses who play funny, brave and crazy characters. The 

play is called 'What a knight!' After failing squire Watt Cobblers was expelled from knight school, Kitty Cobblers the 

castle cook searched  high and low for a new job for her un-impressive son. He was forced to become sorcerers appren-

tice for castle wizard Merlin. It wasn't all flying broomsticks and magic spells though. Merlin has lost Excalibur! Watt 

Cobblers, failing Princess Alice and Dusty the Dragon's small errand of stopping knights from drinking animal po-

tions turns into a frantic quest as farmyard animals run round their feet. The fate of Camelot, kidnapped princesses 

and transfigured Knights rests on their shoulders. Is being different good? (Mrs Roulstone was moved to tears by how 

splendid it was—well done everyone) 

Lincoln Cathedral by Liam 

 

On Wednesday 24th May year 6 

went to Lincoln Cathedral at the 

Lincoln Church School Festival. 

The year 6's enjoyed their trip that 

day. They took part in a variety of 

activities in three groups.  

 

The three groups were lead by Mrs 

Adie Mrs Coats and Mrs Chapman 

There was the main part of the 

cathedral was shaped like a cross 

and the sides with the Bishop's eye 

and the Din's eye made it look like 

a cross with a line through the up-

per middle and the part of the 

cross which is above the line is a 

choir section. There are things to 

do in the cathedral like bell ring-

ing, choir, drama and more.  

Year 4 boys went to visit the Gram-

mar School and made muesli bars 

which they wrapped in foil and then 

went for break time.  After that they 

did art with shapes on card and then 

they returned to school.  They had 

fun.   

Newspaper Club would like to say 

congratulations to Mrs Adie on her 

new post as Head of Whaplode School 

and to Mrs Walker on her new post as 

Head of Weston St Mary School.  We 

wish you well in your new jobs.   

Mrs Roulstone and Mrs Booth are 

hanging up their editor’s pens and 

will no longer be running a Newspa-

per Club.  We would like to thank all 

of the students who have worked so 

hard writing for the newspaper, we’ve 

loved working with you.  Thank you.   



WHAPLODE WOW! 
LEAVERS SPECIAL EDITION 

 

A MESSAGE FROM MRS ADIE 

 
Dear Year 6, 

 

So your adventure at primary school is coming to a close. For many of you your first day at 

school was spent here at Whaplode, walking in the door with such small feet, taking such tiny, 

unsure steps in this new place which would become your home. Your days spent speaking to 

new people who would become your school family.  

 

And just like every family, that group has changed. Some of our family have left us to join new 

school families of their own. Over the years we have been lucky to gain new members to our 

school family who have joined with us and it feels like they were never not part of this funny 

little group of ours.  

 

But in the coming days and weeks we will all say our goodbyes and move on in different direc-

tions. Our school family will no longer exist in the way it once did. Some people we were once 

close to may lose touch. Those we didn’t know so well may just become close friends. And many 

new people will enter our world, changing it forever.  

 

But don’t ever forget the times you have shared. The adventures you have been on together. 

The memories you all have in common. Because they were special times. Very special indeed. 

 

Every single one of us at Whaplode will miss every single one of you. We will miss your hard 

working attitudes and your naughty sense of humour! We will miss your responsible attitudes 

around the school and the way you 

have looked after those much 

younger than you. But most of all 

we will miss you. The family you 

have become over the years. 

 

So continue on your adventures and 

remember you always have a home 

here at Whaplode. 
 

 

 

 

 As we are leaving school, there will be new boys and girls chosen as heads of school so we have 

a message for you. We have had a great time here at Whaplode. It has been an honour to be 

heads of this wonderful school. We will miss it greatly. We have had many special memories 

here and we're sure you will/ have had too. Good luck to the new heads, staff and pupils for the 

next year. Thank you for helping us throughout our time here.  

 

Year 6 memories: 
 

My favourite memory about Whaplode is...when I had an answer on my whiteboard I had to put 

my whiteboard up in the air and instead of holding it I accidentally threw it in the air and it hit 

the ceiling of the room. By Liam 

 

We have had so many memories at this school and my favourite memory was... Hilltop, where I 

had to face my fears and we had stay away from home for 3 nights. This was so fun, we did so 

many activities and had loads of amazing food. Another one of my favourite memories was 

when we went to Cadbury world in year 4! This was a really fun experience and we got the 

whole day full of activities. Throughout the day we got given LOADS! of chocolate every time 

entered a new experience/room. By Izzie 

 

My most funniest moment in Whaplode c of e primary school, was when Mrs. Adie was showing 

hilltop photos and most of them was me doing a weird thing with my nose, I don't know why I 

did that, I guess it was for comedy.  Also at hilltop I named a seagull statue "Illegal Seagull" 

and now nearly everyone in the class uses it, yay!  -Rohan 

 

Me Izzie and Daisy were in the changing room and me and Daisy were back to back and then 

she turned around and I went flying across the whole changing room . Then we all burst out 

laughing . By Domi 

 

When we were at Hilltop we were on the thing they call the crocodile pit because that's where 

all the toilet waste goes and Harley fell in it and it looked like he was swimming. By Cerys 
 
 

 

 

A Message from the 

Head Boy and  

Head Girl 



CLASS OF 2017  - GOODBYE AND GOOD LUCK YEAR 6  

Aidan would like to be a footballer 

when he’s older.   

Conor would like to be a palaeontolo-

gist when he’s older. 

Cody would like to be work for Nin-

tendo or Apple. 

Chloe is looking forward to meeting 

new friends at UAH. 

Cerys’s favourite memory is meeting 

all her best friends.   

Brandon is looking forward to going 

to UAH and trying new things. 

Brady would like to be a racing driv-

er when he’s older.  

Bayley would like to work for Apple 

when he’s older.   

Evie’s favourite memory was when 

she and Grace became best friends. 

Ellis would like to be a carpenter 

when he’s older.   

Elise has happy Whaplode memories 

of her friends and teachers. 

Dominika would like to be an athlete 

and a runner in the Olympics.   

Harley’s favourite memory is going 

on the super swing at Hilltop. 

Liam would like to be a potter when 

he’s an adult.  

Kyra’s favourite Whaplode memory 

is meeting her friends and teachers. 

Kayden wants to be a Policeman and 

a YouTuber when he’s older. 

Joe is looking forward to growing up 

and going to UAH so he can be more 

independent. 

Izzie is looking forward to UAH  

because she will make new friends.  

Libbie’s best memory is going to 

Hilltop and having fun. 
  Rosie will remember her many pals 

and memories.  

Rohan would like to be a comedian 

when he’s older. 

Reece’s favourite memory is the Big 

Zipper at Hilltop.      

Rayan would like to be a Doctor 

when he grows up. 

Olivia would like to work in a care 

home and be a nurse. 

Ewan would like to be a mechanic 

when he’s older.  His favourite 

memory is being at Hilltop. 

Grace’s favourite memory at Whap-

lode is going to Hilltop and rooming 

with some of her friends.  

Daisy is looking forward to starting 

secondary school; making new 

friends and trying new things. 

Henry’s favourite memory is from 

year 1 when Ellis said something 

funny and Oliver spat his drink on 

the table. 

John Paul would like to live a happy 

life when he’s older with a lot of 

money and be friends with Kayden 

Ethan is looking forward to going to 

the Grammar school to do more sci-

ence and meet new friends. 


